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Abstract Glacier ice flow is shaped and defined by several properties, including the bedrock
elevation profile and the basal slip distribution. The effect of these two basal properties can
present in similar ways in the surface. For bedrock recovery this makes distinguishing be-
tween them an interesting and complex problem. The results of this paper show that in some
synthetic test cases it is indeed possible to distinguish and recover both bedrock elevation
and basal slip given free surface elevation and free surface velocity. The unidirectional shal-
low ice approximation is used to compute steady state surface data for a number of synthetic
cases with different bedrock profiles and basal slip distributions. A simple inversion method
based on Newton’s method is applied to the known surface data to return the bedrock pro-
file and basal slip distribution. In each synthetic test case, the inversion was successful in
recovering both the bedrock elevation profile and the basal slip distribution variables. These
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results imply that there is a unique bedrock profile and basal slip which give rise to a unique
combination of free surface velocity and free surface elevation.

Keywords Glacier · Ice flows · Inverse problems · Shallow Ice Approximation · Basal slip

1 Introduction

Understanding cryosphere dynamics is key to modelling climate change. The contribution
of land ice to global mean sea level (GLMS) rise for medium emissions scenarios is pro-
jected to be at least 0.10 m with some models predicting a contribution of up to 0.27 m
[10]. Cazenave et al. (2013) identified one of the main contributors to this rise as the melting
of glaciers. Glaciers are also important socially, with millions of people in the Himalaya,
Karakoram and Hindu Kush mountains relying on glacial reserves for their drinking water
[36]. Given the potentially large impact of glacier dynamics on human livelihood, compre-
hensive glacier models are needed. In particular, accurate methods for calculating the total
ice mass of glaciers are required. If the bedrock profile of the glacier is known, the resulting
ice thickness can be used to calculate the mass of the ice for that particular glacier. Having
explicit knowledge of glacier mass can be useful and influential in policy and natural re-
source planning. However, due to the difficulty of measuring the bedrock profile explicitly
in many cases, it is desirable to use surface measurements and an inversion model to predict
the bedrock elevation.

Surface elevation and free surface velocity data are already recorded for many ice flows
and glaciers. A number of parties collect and collate data such as the World Glacier Inven-
tory (WGI), the United States Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) and the Global Land
Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) initiative. Data is collected in a variety of ways,
primarily in-situ or via air- or space- borne craft [15]. Due to the large availability of sur-
face data, bedrock recovery methods using these free surface measurements are particularly
popular. Another feature that can be measured or calculated from surface data is the ac-
cumulation/ablation distribution for the glacier. This distribution describes how the glacier
grows/diminishes over time dues to snow/ice accumulation/ablation over time. This paper
assumes this distribution to be measurable, though it may difficult and time consuming to do
so. Field measurements can be costly [27, 23]. Accurately predicting the accumulation rate
from other measurable surface variables is an area of research in and of itself and many dif-
ferent methods employing a vast array of techniques have been proposed [e.g. 13, 29, 4, 37].

Glaciers exhibit gravity-driven creep flow which is sustained by the underlying sloped
geography. Glacier ice is categorised as an incompressible, nonlinear, viscous, heat con-
ducting fluid [21] which can be described mathematically by the full Stokes flow equations
together with rheological laws. Many methods of approximating the Stokes flow equations
have been proposed in the last century. One of the most widely used approximations is
the shallow-ice approximation (SIA) [24, 18]. In the SIA model, gravity-driven ice flow is
solely balanced by basal drag neglecting longitudinal and transverse stresses, as well as ver-
tical stress gradients [1]. Due to the complex nature of glacier ice flow, recovering the glacier
ice thickness from only surface measurements is a non-trivial inverse problem. Variations in
recovered glacier ice thickness can be as large as the ice thickness recovered for different
models. The recovered thickness is also very sensitive to input data [16]. In addition, inver-
sion methods can have ill-defined solutions and may impose too many assumptions, such as
the no-slip condition at the base [5, 40, 2, 19, 22].

Imposition of a no-slip condition simplifies the inverse problem significantly and al-
lows much faster computation. However, basal slip is known to be influential in the flow
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behaviour [26] and so is important to include if possible. Since the primary driving force of
glacier flow is gravity, flow speed is modulated by presence, or lack thereof, of friction at the
glacier-bedrock boundary [14]. In a temperate glacier, where high temperatures cause melt,
or a thick glacier, where increased regelation causes melt, the glacier-bedrock interface is
wet which can cause the ice to slide along the interface easily. Conversely in a glacier which
has a frozen base, the ice flow is stuck to the ground and does not slide [7]. Other factors
such as till composition also impact the amount of friction at the base. Increased veloc-
ity at the base results in a lower steady state glacier surface due to a process called dynamic
thinning; the loss of ice due to accelerated ice flow into the ablation zone [6, 17, 35, 38]. Dy-
namic thinning can also be caused by a steeper bedrock profile simply due to the increased
contribution of gravity on the glacial flow.

Since the free surface of an ice flow is affected by both basal slip and bedrock topogra-
phy, separating the effects of these two factors in the recovery is difficult [32, 33]. This paper
seeks to accurately recover the bedrock topography of a synthetic glacier with non-constant
basal slip given known free surface elevation and velocity. The method proposed builds on
the work of [19] by modifying their method to include basal slip.

An overview of the governing ice flow model used is given in Sect. 2. Section 3 con-
structs the synthetic glacier surface for a number of different synthetic cases. The results
affirm that both basal slip distribution and bedrock profile have a significant effect on the re-
sultant steady state surface elevation and free surface velocity. Section 4 gives the derivation
of the recovery method proposed and the results of implementing this are given in Sect. 5.
A brief sensitivity analysis of the method to noisy surface data is given in Sect. 6. Finally,
the results are discussed in Sect. 7 and final conclusions are drawn in Sect. 8.

2 Governing model

This paper assumes the glacier flow dynamics are well described by the SIA. The SIA sim-
plifies the full Stokes equations by performing a scaling analysis to obtain dimensionless
field equations for the glacier flow. The small parameter used assumes the glacier extent is
much larger than its thickness. Some properties of the SIA model are; (1) longitudinal and
transverse stresses, as well as vertical stress gradients vanish,(2) the horizontal component
of the velocity points in the direction of steepest descent of the free surface and does not
change with depth, and (3) domes or troughs have no horizontal velocity. Blatter et al. [8]
advise caution when applying the SIA to processes on smaller scales where the assump-
tions may no longer be valid, for example, anisotropic basal sliding or locally steep basal
topography. Despite potential drawbacks, the SIA is used widely in ice flow modelling as
it reduces a three dimensional flow problem into a two dimensional problem. This makes
computationally simple in comparison to higher order models such as (ADD: more higher
order models) the full Stokes where a full force balance has to be calculated at each step.
The SIA is typically set up with x-direction along the flow, the y-direction as the transverse
direction, and the z-direction as the upward direction normal to the gravitational field. To
simplify the testing of the new inversion method, the SIA is restricted to the unidirectional
case which omits the transverse flow.
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Table 1: Notation.

Symbol Meaning

z Vertical axis, represents height above a reference elevation
x Horizontal axis, distance along glacier from an upstream reference
t Time
H Glacier height
S Glacier surface
zb Bedrock profile elevation
a Accumulation ablation profile for the glacier
u Velocity profile of the glacier
ub Basal velocity
us Free surface velocity
τ Stress
τb Basal shear stress
β Basal slip distribution

2.1 Derivation of equations

The glacier height, H, is related to the surface S and the bedrock elevation zb via

H = S− zb (1)

at any time, t. See Fig. 1 for a pictorial description of this relationship.
By considering the momentum balance, volume flux, and mass conservation of the

glacier, the expression for height evolution in the unidirectional case is

∂H
∂ t

= a(x)− ∂

∂x
qx, (2)

where a(x) is the accumulation/ablation function of the glacier in meters of water equivalent
per year, and

qx =
∫ S

zb

uxdz (3)

describes the ice flux by integrating the velocity of the ice along the x-direction, ux, from the
bedrock to the free surface. Following Gessese et al. [19] and adapting to include basal slip
velocity ub, the velocity profile is given by

ux(z) =
1
2

A(ρg)3
(

∂S
∂x

)3 [
(S− z)4−H4]+ub(x), (4)

where ρ is the ice density, g is the acceleration due to gravity and A is the creep or flow
parameter given in Table 2. Values for these constants are given in Table 2. The value for ρ

is taken as the midpoint of the range for glacier ice as recommended by Cuffey and Patterson
[14, Table 2.1].

The no-slip condition classically imposed [5, 40, 2, 19, 22] forces ub = 0 for the glacier.
This reduces the amount of surface data required for the inverse problem as without slip the
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Surface speed, us
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Fig. 1: Glacier flowing downstream with surface S and bedrock zb and thickness or height
H. Surface speed, us is indicated at the glacier surface and basal slip, β is indicated at the
glacier base. Accumulation, a, is represented as falling snow.

system has only one unknown to recover. However, as discussed in the introduction, basal
slip can have significant effect on glacier height which reduces the practical applications if
it is neglected. Here, no such condition is imposed and the glacier is allowed to have varied
basal slip along the base of the glacier.

Weertman [39] first proposed a power-type law for basal shear on a hard bed and both
Fowler [18] and Lliboutry [31] proposed a more general form of the law for a flow with
cavity formation. Budd et al. [9] found this generalised form to be empirically true for ice
flow with basal shear described by

τ
3
b =

1
As

ub, (5)

where τb is the shear stress, As the sliding constant given in Table 2, and ub the basal velocity.
The value for As is taken from Gessese et al. [19].

Considering also Glen’s empirical law for the shear rate [20] and Nye’s adaption of the
law to ice flow [34], at the ice flow base gives

∂u
∂ z

∣∣∣∣
z=zb

= Aτ
3
b . (6)

The value assigned to A depends strongly on temperature. The value given in Table 2 is for
an ice sheet at−5degC and was recommended by Cuffey and Patterson [14, Table 3.4]. The
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Table 2: Typical values of constants used throughout.

Symbol Name Value

As Sliding coefficient 5 ×10−14m8 N−3 yr−1

A Glen’s law parameter 4.16 ×10−17Pa−3 yr−1

ρ Ice density 880 kg m−3

g Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m s−2

derivation of the SIA gives

τb =−ρgH
∂S
∂x

, (7)

which combines with (5)and (6) to give the following expression for basal velocity

ub(x) =−β (x)As(ρg)3H(x)3
(

∂S(x)
∂x

)3

, (8)

where β (x) is the basal slip distribution which regulates the amount of basal slip at the
glacier base. Basal slip is restricted such that β (x) ∈ [0,1] for all x in the glacier domain.
Physically, β (x) = 0 represents a sticky base and β (x) = 1 a friction-less base. It is not
required for β (x) to be constant along the glacier length.

Combining (4) and (8) gives a full expression for the velocity profile. This velocity
profile is substituted into (3) to give the ice flux. Finally, substituting this ice flux into the
mass balance gives a non-linear diffusion equation

∂H
∂ t

= a+
2
5
(ρg)3 ∂

∂x

(
D

∂S
∂x

)
(9)

with non-linear effective diffusion coefficient D given by

D =

∣∣∣∣∂S
∂x

∣∣∣∣2 H4
[

AH +
5
2

βAs

]
. (10)

Note that the full velocity profile easily gives an expression for the surface velocity by setting
z = S:

us =−(ρg)3
(

∂S
∂x

)3

H3
(

1
2

AH +βAs

)
. (11)

3 Direct problem methodology

Investigating the inverse problem requires synthetic surface data for basic ice flows. This
data is produced by solving (9) for the steady state using a slight modification of the finite
difference scheme as laid out by Gessese et al. [19]. The scheme discretizes Eq. (9) in time
using an Euler explicit scheme and spatially using a second-order accurate central finite
difference scheme. The results is

Hn+1
i =Hn

i +∆ tai +
∆ t

2∆x
2
5
(ρg)3

{
(Dn

i+1 +Dn
i )(

Sn
i+1−Sn

i

∆x

)
− (Dn

i +Dn
i−1)

(
Sn

i −Sn
i−1

∆x

)}
,

(12)
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where

Di = H4
i

∣∣∣∣Si+1−Si−1

2∆x

∣∣∣∣2(AHi +
5
2

βAs

)
. (13)

The scheme is implemented in forwards time with a mesh size of ∆x = 1 m and ∆ t =
0.00004 yrs. At each time step the surface is calculated via Si = (zb)i +Hi. The scheme runs
until a steady state is achieved as defined by

max
i
|Hn+1

i −Hn
i |< 0.001 m. (14)

This steady state represents an equilibrium between the accumulation and ablation due to
a steady flow of ice. Note that the scheme was tested for stability with three other grid
resolutions to confirm stability; ∆x = 50 m, ∆ t = 0.1 yrs, ∆x = 20 m, ∆ t = 0.016 yrs, and
∆x = 5 m, ∆ t = 0.001 yrs. This steady state surface is computed for a number of benchmark
cases as outlined in Subsect. 3.2.

In each case the glacier starts with no height, H(x,0) = 0, and has Dirichlet boundary
conditions, H(0, t) = H(L, t) = 0. These conditions represent that there is no height at both
the top and bottom of the glacier.

3.1 Benchmark cases

Combinations of different accumulation/ablation rate, basal slip distribution, and bedrock
elevation profile are used as benchmark cases for testing the methods.

3.1.1 Choice of accumulation/ablation rate, a(x)

For each benchmark case the accumulation/ablation function is defined as

a(x) =

{
a0
(
1− 300−x

100

)
if x≤ 300

a0
( 2200−x

1900

)
if x≥ 300

(15)

where a0 is the maximum value of the accumulation/ablation function and set to 0.5 for all
future calculations. Adjusting this maximum values simply raises or lowers the steady state
surface [30]. This function gives the most accumulation at the top end of the glacier and
then linearly decreases along it’s length until at the bottom end which has net ablation.

3.1.2 Cases of basal slip distribution, β (x)

Three different types of basal slip distributions are tested. The different distributions again
help to test the robustness of the method against more realistic scenarios. The three type are
labelled and mathematically defined as follows. Examples of their shapes are given in Fig.
2.

1. β (x) constant.
This type of slipping gives constant slip along the glacier as described by

β (x) = K, (16)

where K is a constant in [0,1]. K = 0, for example, could represent a cold-based glacier
in which the ice is frozen to the bed which inhibits the flow mechanisms of sediment
deformation, ice deformation and basal sliding [28, 3, 25, 11].
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2. β (x) bump.
This type of slip gives negligible slip at the top and bottom of the glacier with narrow
region with lots of slip in the middle as described by

β (x) = γe
−(x−M)2

δ2 , (17)

where M is the midpoint of the bump, γ is the height of the bump and δ is the extent.
3. β (x) step.

This type of slipping gives a transition from negligible basal slip to some slip as de-
scribed by

β (x) =
R

1+ ek(x−M)
, (18)

where limx→∞ β (x) = R and limx→−∞ β (x) = 0, k is the steepness and M is the midpoint
of the transition between asymptotes.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000
Horizontal position (m)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
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(x
)

(x) = 0
(x) = 0.5
(x) bump
(x) step

Fig. 2: Examples of the three forms of basal slip distribution, β (x). For β (x) bump, γ =
1,M = 2500,δ = 500. For β (x) step, L = 0,R = 1,M = 2500,k = 0.005.

3.1.3 Cases of bedrock elevation profile, zb(x)

Two different bedrock elevation profiles are defined in the benchmark cases. The two forms
are given by:
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1. An inclined flat bed, zb = f

zb(x) = f (x) = z0−αx (19)

where z0 is the elevation at the point x = 0 and α is the slope.
2. An inclined bumpy bed, zb = b

zb(x) = b(x) = z0−αx+Asin(λx); (20)

where z0 and α are as before, A is the amplitude of the bumps and λ wavelength. For all
simulations, A = 50 and λ = 1

350 . This bedrock profile is designed to combine two test
cases as used by Gessese et al. [19] to test their no-slip recovery method.

In each case z0 = 900 m and α = 0.2.

3.2 Resultant steady state surfaces for each type of basal slip.

Figures 3 to 6 give the resultant steady state surfaces for each type of basal slip for the two
cases of bedrock profile. In each plot, the underlying basal slip is indicated by the marker
type which matches those used in Fig. 2.

In Figs. 3 and 4, the case of no-slip, β (x) = 0, is plotted along side the constant slip
case and is consistent with the results of Gessese et al. [19]. These two figures illustrate that
increased basal slip results in: (1) a glacier with less height and, (2) an elongated glacier
domain. These two effects are consistent with literature [35, 6] and occur for the other types
of basal slip also but are less visibly obvious. Figure 4 shows that the glacier surface profile
follows that of the bedrock.

In Fig. 5, a visible dip occurs in the glacier surface at the location of increased basal
slip for the bump case. Similarly, the glacier surface is observed to lower once the transition
occurs to more basal slip in the step case. In Fig. 6 the same properties are exhibited due to
changes in basal slip but are much harder to see due to the surface undulations produced by
the bedrock.

These modelled surfaces show that the shape of the glacier is affected by both the
bedrock and the basal slip. Without accounting for basal slip, the dips observed in the sur-
face will appear to be the result of related dips in the bedrock. These results for the direct
case reinforce the importance of including basal slip in the recovery method for bedrock
elevation.

4 Inverse methodology

The inverse problem seeks to recover the bedrock elevation profile, zb(x) and the basal slip
distribution, β (x), for a steady state glacier from two known free surface quantities; (1) the
surface elevation, S, and (2) the free surface velocity, us. Previous authors [19, 22] have
recovered bedrock data from one free surface input with the assumption of a sticky, no-slip
base where β (x) = 0. Using two input variables allows for the recovery of bedrock elevation
profile and basal slip distribution simultaneously. As with the direct problem, the flow is
assumed well described by the unidirectional SIA defined in Eq. (9) and the surface velocity
approximated by Eq. (11).

Glaciers and ice flows have been studied extensively throughout the past century by a
variety of different groups such as NSIDC. Data collection has been pushed particularly due
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Fig. 3: Computed steady state glacier surfaces for constant basal slip with flat inclined
bedrock, zb = f .

to ice melt acting as a major contributor to sea level rise [12] (Fig. 13.10, 13.13). As such
the body of data for glaciers and ice flows is ever increasing. It is reasonable to assume
there is, or can be measured, sufficient data for the two free surface variables as well as the
accumulation ablation function.

4.1 Method for the inverse problem

Given two observable variables, us and S, the following will show that it is possible to
accurately recover to unknown variables, H(x) and β (x). Recovery of H(x) immediately
gives the desired bedrock due to Eq. (1). To solve for these two variables, first consider the
equations which define them. The steady state surface is given by Eq. (9) where ∂H/∂ t is
set to 0,

0 = a+
2
5
(ρg)3 ∂

∂x

(∣∣∣∣∂S
∂x

∣∣∣∣2 H4
[

AH +
5
2

βAs

]
∂S
∂x

)
(21)
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Fig. 4: Steady state glacier surfaces for constant basal slip with bumpy inclined bedrock,
zb = b.

which has two unknowns H and β . Since the free surface velocity is also given, rearranging
the equation for β gives

β =
−1
As

 us

(ρg)3
∣∣∣ ∂S

∂x

∣∣∣2 ∂S
∂x H3

+
1
2

AH

 (22)

Substituting this expression for β into the steady state surface equation above and integrating
results in

0 =
∫ x

0
adx− 1

10
(ρg)3

∣∣∣∣∂S
∂x

∣∣∣∣2 ∂S
∂x

AH5−usH +C0 (23)

which is a polynomial equation in only H with constant of integration

C0 =−
∫ x0

0
adx+

1
10

(ρg)3

[∣∣∣∣∂S
∂x

∣∣∣∣2 ∂S
∂x

]∣∣∣∣∣
x=x0

AH5
0 +(us)0H0 (24)

where x0 is some point inside the domain of the glacier where the height is known. It is
reasonable to assume height can be known at one location from practical measurements.

There are numerous methods which could be employed to solve the polynomial for H.
Newton’s method is chosen for it’s simplicity and controllability. Hence solving (23) for
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Fig. 5: Steady state glacier surfaces for basal slip with a bump and basal slip with a step
where zb = f .

each Hi = H(xi) using Newton’s method

Hn+1
i = Hn

i −
F(Hn

i )

F ′(Hn
i )

(25)

with the following functions

F(Hi) =
∫ xi

0
adx− 1

10
(ρg)3

(
∂S
∂x

)3
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xi

AH5
i − (us)iHi +C0 (26)

F ′(Hi) =−
5
10

(ρg)3
(

∂S
∂x

)3
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xi

AH4
i − (us)i. (27)

For Newton’s method to find the correct root of F it is important to start with a nearby guess.
Therefore, the method will move away from x0 to the left and right using

Hi = H0 for xi = x0 (28)

H0
i = Hi−1 for xi > x0 (29)

H0
i = Hi+1 for xi < x0 (30)

For each glacier, x0 is chosen to be in the middle of the glacier domain.
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Fig. 6: Steady state glacier surfaces for basal slip with a bump and basal slip with a step
where zb = b.

5 Results

Figures 7 to 10 show the inversion results for each combination of underlying bedrock and
basal slip distribution. The recovered bedrock profile elevation, zb,rec, is shown in each sub-
fig. (a). The recovered basal slip distribution, βrec, is shown in in each subfig. (b). The
recovered variables in each case are overlaid on the true variables for easy comparison.

Table 3 gives relative errors for the recovered bedrock and basal slip distribution re-
spectively. The relative error between the recovered variables, xrec, and the true value, x, is
calculated by

E(xrec,x) =
||xrec− x||2
||x||2

=

√
∑i((xrec)i− xi)2√

∑i x2
i

, (31)

where i runs along the glacier domain. Note that (31) is not defined for x = 0. In this case,
the error is defined as

E(xrec,x) = ||xrec||2 =
√

∑
i
((xrec)i)2. (32)

For each benchmark case, the bedrock reconstruction is in very good agreement with
the true profile. The relative errors in bedrock recovery, as given in table 3, are of magnitude
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10−3 for each case. This indicates that the has high accuracy for recovering bedrock eleva-
tion profiles. This is illustrated in each sub-fig. (a) which show close alignment between the
recovered bedrock and the true bedrock.

For each benchmark case, the recovered basal slip distribution is in agreement with its
true distribution. The relative errors, as given in table 3 are of magnitude 10−1 or smaller
for each case. While this is a much larger error than for bedrock recovery, it is still of small
magnitude. In the (b) sub-figs., the recovered variable closely aligns with the true values. It
is visible that areas or largest error are at the top and tail ends of the glacier.
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Fig. 7: Recovered bedrock (a) for non-constant basal slip where zb = f and corresponding
recovered basal slip (b).
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Fig. 8: Recovered bedrock (a) for constant basal slip where zb = f and corresponding re-
covered basal slip (b).
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Fig. 9: Recovered bedrock (a) for non-constant basal slip where zb = f and corresponding
recovered basal slip (b).
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Fig. 10: Recovered bedrock (a) for non-constant basal slip where zb = b and corresponding
recovered basal slip (b).

6 Sensitivity analysis

Glacier surface data in reality always has some noise. Therefore, for practical applications
the method should be capable of handling noisy data. To evaluate the effect of noise on the
inversion method, noise is added to each of the measured variables; S, us. Noise is added to
synthetic surface data in the following way:

Snoise = Strue + εnmax(Htrue) and, (33)

us,noise = us,true + εn(max(us,true−minus,true), (34)

where n ∈ [−1,1] is randomly distributed. The amount of noise to be easily adjusted by
choosing ε ∈ [0,1] where the larger the choice, the more noise. Once noise is added to sur-
face data, the result is smoothed with a local regression using weighted linear least squares
and a second degree polynomial model which assigns less weight to outliers in the regres-
sion. The local span for the regression is 20 % of the data points. Data outside six mean
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Table 3: Associated errors for recovered bedrock profile elevation and basal slip distribution
as defined by Eqs. (31) and (32).

Case Relative errors

β (x) zb E(zb,rec,zb) E(βrec,β )

0 f 0.0057 0.2371
0 b 0.0085 0.3583
0.5 f 0.0003 0.0377
0.5 b 0.0006 0.0547
bump f 0.0043 0.0109
bump b 0.0025 0.0059
step f 0.0036 0.1090
step b 0.0054 0.1348

absolute deviations is given zero weight. Smoothing the data is important as ∂S
∂x appears reg-

ularly in the equations and needs be well defined. Examples of noise added to surface data
as well as their smoothed counterparts can be found in the supplementary material.

This process is applied to all benchmark cases with both ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.2. An ex-
ample of the results for 100 samples of noisy surface data using constant slip and a bumpy
bedrock with ε = 0.2 are shown in Fig. 11. The solution envelope remains within 20% of
the true value, indicating noise does not make the inversion method unstable. The envelope
for the recovered basal slip distributions is much larger. Away from the glacier margins,
the inversion remains within 20% of the true value. Near the ends, the noisy solution be-
comes unstable. This is not unexpected and reasons for solution error near the margins are
discussed in the next section.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11: Recovered bedrock elevation profile (a) and basal slip distribution (b) for 100 sam-
ples of noisy surface data where underlying bedrock is zb = b and β = 0.5. The solution
envelope is given in red, the median solution as blue circles and the true as a black line for
for reference. In this case, ε = 0.2.
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7 Discussion

For each combination of bedrock elevation profile and basal slip distribution, the recovery
of each input variable was good. Errors in the reconstructed bedrock elevation for all scenar-
ios was negligibly small. Similarly for the basal slip distribution, though there were some
relatively larger errors in this recovery. The largest errors in all cases arose at either the top
or bottom end of the glacier.

At the top end of the glacier, there is a dome where the gradient of the free surface
elevation is 0, in other words ∂S

∂x = 0. Clearly, given Eq. (11) for surface velocity, this results
in a stagnation point in the free surface. Due to this, no information about β (x) or H(x) can
be recovered from Eq. (11). In Newton’s method, this stagnation point presents as F ′(H) =
0, which cannot be solved. Additionally, when F ′(H) becomes very small Newton’s method
becomes unstable due to division by F ′(H). To combat this, when | ∂S

∂x | ≈ 0, the previous
solution for H is taken and the method skips to the next horizontal point.

At the bottom end of the glacier, | ∂S
∂x | → ∞. Because a finite number of points is used to

approximate the derivative in places where it changes rapidly, such as at the bottom end, the
approximation is worse. These approximation errors transfer across to the inverse solution.
In addition, at the very top and very bottom where the ice ends, ∂S

∂x is discontinuous. This
discontinuity gives rise to error also.

8 Conclusion

The results show that it is possible to accurately recover both the bedrock elevation profile
and basal slip distribution of a glacier for given surface elevation and velocity in certain
realistic synthetic cases. The method, although simple, is robust regardless of the underly-
ing bedrock profile and basal slip distribution. This is a key result when considering the
applicability of the method to ‘real world’ problems in which bedrock and basal slip are
unlikely to be uniform. A logical next step in developing the method is testing performance
in a three-dimensional flow.

Previous authors have focused on bedrock recovery in no-slip cases. That simplification
gives rise to many interesting methods but neglects basal slip which plays a vital role in
glacial evolution. Indeed, since basal slip can drastically change the height of the glacier
due to dynamic thinning, the bedrock elevation recovery can have large error if this is not
considered. The method presented here still returns the correct bedrock elevation profile and
basal slip distribution with the more general inclusion of basal slip for certain broadly realis-
tic synthetic cases. Further, a previously unknown implication is that a unique combination
of bedrock elevation profile and basal slip distribution gives rise to unique surface elevation
and velocity. Further studies into the generalised case are required to prove this.
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